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Dana Offers Spicer® Heavy-Duty Transfer Cases for Off-Highway Use
MAUMEE, Ohio – Dana Incorporated offers Spicer® heavy-duty transfer cases for a wide range of
off-highway applications, including dump, block, and fire trucks; logging units; transit mixers;
military vehicles; sweepers; oil and water drilling rigs; and agriculture and mining rigs.
“No matter the terrain, Spicer transfer cases provide maximum power for all transmission speeds in
nearly any off-highway application, just by pulling a lever,” said Bill Nunnery, senior director, sales
and marketing, global aftermarket for Dana. “Spicer transfer cases provide full-torque capacity in
both front and rear axles across rough environments. Plus, users get all-wheel drive when they
require it and can disconnect features as needed.”
Spicer transfer cases provide an integral solution for more efficient heavy-duty vehicle use and are
adaptable to meet direct mount, mid-ship mount, and stationary applications in a variety of
transmissions. One-piece construction provides the rigidity necessary to withstand off-highway use
and the ball-bearing mounted gears and shafts prevent premature malfunctions. In addition, the
constant mesh gears ensure a long life for the transfer case.
Available with forced lubrication provisions, Spicer transfer cases also offer users a versatile
design, providing a continuous-duty torque rating of 3,725 lbs. ft., maximum speed of 5,000 rpm,
and a variety of configurations to meet specific buyer requirements, including the locations of the
inputs and outputs, type of shifting mechanism, and lube pumps options. Customers can specify
two different shift operations and the transfer case is available with customer-specified end yokes
or companion flanges.
Spicer transfer cases are part of a complete drivetrain solution from Dana. To learn more, contact
a Dana sales representative or visit www.DanaAftermarket.com.
About Dana in the Aftermarket
Powered by recognized brands such as Dana, Spicer®, Victor Reinz®, Albarus™, Brevini™,
Glaser®, GWB®, Spicer Select®, Thompson™, and Transejes™, Dana delivers a broad range of
aftermarket solutions – including genuine, all-makes, and value lines – servicing passenger,
commercial, and off-highway vehicles around the world. Leveraged by a global network of 14
distribution centers, Dana's dedicated aftermarket team provides technical service, customer
support, high fill rates, and on-time delivery to customers around the globe. For product
information, visit www.SpicerParts.com and www.VictorReinz.com. For e-catalog and parts
locator, visit www.DanaAftermarket.com. To upgrade customized vehicles with Dana products,
visit www.DanaProParts.com. To speak with a Dana customer service representative, call 1-800621-8084.
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